Acknowledge Community Cabinet
CRIME REDUCTION PROGRAM, 30?

Police Crime Report No 303
Acknowledge S.C. Judge Muir’s
confession of guilt, to liquidate saying,
“I have no understanding, no clarity,”
thus no credibility, no correction.
Lord Mayor Newman’s promised press
release for council, engineering inspection
correction, for Police Com. P.C.R. 261-2.
Why freedom must be protected at all cost.
Acknowledge fraud is Aust No1 crime.
Acknowledge every conspiracy has
a start, middle and end
or crime, climax and closure.

DEAD END SIGN SOLUTION
Summit Street Belmont, Q 4173

INSTALLED
QUOTE $717

MONEY
TRAIL

FRAUDULENT
CHARGE $2,468

Acknowledge criminology, given the crime
by the Crown, QLS and 4 QLS Solicitors.
To run our 22 block subdivision at a loss,
THEN CLAIM OWNERSHIP
Clarity gives exposure to gain a correction
The Crown direction in brief, to gain
closure by natural justice.
CIB patience, gives the crime a purpose
PREMIER’S SOLUTION
POLICE CHECKLIST
Start with Tim Allen accountant’s $10,000
damages confession / circus. Why would
he lose $100,000 and want all other
buyers to lose $100,000 as well?
Criminology is to do as the criminals
expect, criminals are not that smart.
FRAUDSTERS ONLY WANT YOUR MONEY

Crown crime correction by analysis to win in court!
You will acknowledge in studying this case, how easy it was to
confuse the Magistrates, District and Supreme Court Judges,
due to their absolute trust in legal counsel, who have
turned out to be proven criminals. To explain; the
community at large accept this proven fraudulent court
structure as normal. With fraud, it is standard criminology
procedure not to trust the person you trust the most.
Hence with the freedom of the press always to enquire, the
well known “Why is it so?” Then Barrister's opinion,
Community Cabinet meeting “Always backup.” To expose
the trickery and deceit by now disbarred Barrister Davida
Ellen Williams, a felon in reference to the 5 Supreme Court
Judge's Mackenzie, White, Muir, Byrne and Chief Justice
Paul deJersey's fraudulent outcome. They ruled over a
$10,000 insurance scam and a $10,000 accountant's
entrapment to mediate, gain disclosure and liquidate with
no clarity. Acknowledged as a five year gaol term warning for
Comm. Bank malpractice. Hence the importance of the
freedom of the press to give a press release / report, to value
the new Government policy “The CMC have been
assisted by the Legal Services Commission to stamp out
legal corruption.” We were identified by the Crown “You
are the best case out of 14 under investigation for law
reform.” The CMC and LSC confessed the problem lay with
the four years it took to disbar our Barrister due to her own
plea bargaining. (Begging to gain a three year suspended
sentence). Hence S. C. Judge Muir and Solicitor James
Conomos must be held accountable by law for Davida's $1.3
million forgery, fraud and utterance / Commonwealth Bank
conspiracy. (A confessed joke) Our Community Cabinet
Crime Reduction Program success was to gain a six months
prison term for bank fraud only after a planned two year
DPP / Police cover-up. We ask for Davida to be tried on the
other charges.
· Hence the grave importance of both the Courier Mail press
report and the Chief Justice Paul deJersey to correct this
confessed Comm. Bank conspiracy. It's confirmed up to
$20 billion a year goes missing with fraud Australia No1
crime. This is more than a Comm. Bank confessed
bank joke.
· The Chief Justice Paul deJersey, the Courier Mail and the
Sunshine Coast Daily as directed by the Crown owes it to
society to expose our case as the best case to gain law
reform. Identify the supporting details that are required as
directed by the Brisbane City Council, the urgent need of
Lord Mayor Campbell Newman as promised, to backup
the Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson, P.C.R. 261-2.
· We lived on a five acre Lychee farm. We planned a 22
block subdivision for this property. We were fraudulently
deceived by the Head Contractor whose initial three

Solicitors being honest and trustworthy, confirmed to our
Solicitor that the ruse was “To run our 22 block
subdivision at a loss to claim ownership by non
completion.”
· Acknowledge, the general direction of the Qld Police is for
crowd control and to have the complainants move on.
Major fraud in our case involves in total nine signed
contracts to buy land. One contract was ripped up by
order of Grahame Ledwidge, he said “Rip up the
contracts.” To create a two way or multiple defence as
explained by the ACCC failure to win against the
Comm. Bank. The principle to win, being mathematical as
in the case of Justice Susan Kiefel, she ruled against the
ACCC / Gleeson ruling he was too smart. The ACCC legal
counsel, by ignoring the balance of law in providing
multiple defendants with various backgrounds, allowed
Chief Justice Susan Kiefel a legal way out. To mean the
Crown will not defend the investors but the Crown will
defend the mums, dads and first home buyers and the
developer cheated by this Comm. Bank conspiracy.
Hence you must acknowledge Chris Watts mediation
expert and his direction to defend our mothers at all cost.
Grahame Ledwidge confessed bank self greed and
self gain, in using fraudulent legal counsel in Davida
Ellen Williams / prisoner, the 'bagman' / Rob Wilson,
the over charging agreed by the bank to create more
profits by grossly over extending the loan amount. By
increasing the interest rate on the loan from 10% to
16% when interest rates were falling, by supporting
the corruption, proven in the Attorney General and
Police Department exposed by the Attorney General's
release not to sue Police for wrongful arrest and by
the illegal act of the Comm. Bank to use the 'Deed of
Compromise'. It was illegal because it was used to cover
up illegal acts. What the Crown acknowledged and what
many Police have failed to understand is our Barrister is
now a prisoner for forgery, fraud and utterance. She has
proved to be an unfit person by her actions in passing
off as a Barrister or legal counsel. Hence all legal
counsel provided, beyond reasonable doubt, has
been fraudulent and each and every judgement
handed down by all Judges is contaminated by law.
Explained by the Crown to create the ‘law of
abandonment’. Davida was a criminal under the
direction of the rogue bank manager Grahame
Ledwidge as confirmed by our accountant Tim Allen,
who in brief still refuses to provide the damages
confession details P.C.R. 245 and tax returns to assist
the Crown, the Australia Tax Office, Brisbane City
Council Internal Investigation Department who
ordered us to assist the Qld. Police Force to lay fraud

charges. It's no wonder Tim Allen our accountant feels
intimidated by organised crime and like ourselves turned
to the Sisters of Mercy, who in their wisdom put a Rescue
Management plan in place. Please note Tim's request in
gaining support from Fr. Dobson, (Fr. Duffy and Calcare
and Dr. Frank Walsh) was on condition we would not let it
be known that the Sisters of Mercy were offering financial
support. As obviously they are not a bank. The Crown,
Q.L.S. acknowledged that ours is a special case, to
provide as quoted “Expressions of mercy.” To work
behind the scenes in brief to help Healthequip survive
and go on and help save another 100,000 lives. Hence
Police Commissioner's Ministerial request for
backup. As the honest and caring Comm. Bank
management confirmed in providing Healthequip with
over $1 million ongoing standard credit facilities to
provide health care and quality of life. Prior to Grahame
Ledwidge's confession of guilt quote “We never said we
do not make mistakes. You should have known.” We
did!
· The Crown has confirmed Grahame should have said
“Redraft the sales contracts, have the new contracts
signed and then rip up the old contracts.” Instead
Grahame said 'Rip up the contracts.' Hence this
Comm. Bank conspiracy involves corruption as proved
from the trickery and deceit from the ex-Attorney General
Minister Rod Welford as he confessed through the
Attorney General's Department, through five Supreme
Court Judges, the District Court, Magistrates Court and
through our Police system. Hence the Crown ruling
“Your story is so unbelievable it's believable.”
· As the Crown direct, natural justice, criminology, lateral
thinking, the law of probability are the corner stones of
justice. Hence the next step to acknowledge freedom of
the press. By law we must ask all the experts as the
Comm. Bank Relationship Manager directed. James
Pitman was blamed in part for the illegal loan agreement.
To resolve this confessed Comm. Bank conspiracy.
James said “You must search the bank, to find
someone to listen to your story so that justice can be
done.” This has become both a legal and freedom of the
press problem ruled by some Police not as fraud, but “A
commercial decision.” To explain; Inspector Ray
Loader's quote “The demand for $200,000 or 2 blocks
of land by the Head Contractor Robert James Wilson
was not an extortion demand. If you had paid him, he
would have stopped trying to beat you up. It was a
commercial decision.” (No joke!) In defence of
Inspector Ray Loader, it would appear at best he
believed we owed the Head Contractor / 'bagman'
$200,000. It's obvious by the due process of law the

Head Contractor was a fraudster, confirmed by Area
above and beyond the law. We find it offensive that in
Commander Superintendent John Hopgood's detailed
volunteering to support the mums and dads and first home
investigation. Now covered up by Assistant Commissioner
buyers and the developer, that these detectives refer to us
Pat Doonan's direction quote “There will be no further
as 'the beggars'. As the Police Commissioner Bob
problems.” (Compounding the fraud.)
Atkinson confirmed “I am pleased to see you wear our
badge in support of the Police.” If Police and detectives
· On further investigation, we were told the reason fraud
fail to acknowledge crime correction, criminology and
charges were not laid is because the Crown do not have a
doing our duty, then it's obvious we must stand firm behind
budget to cover the high legal costs. The importance
the Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson until by law in
therefore, for the user pays principle. The more
calling in all the experts this Comm. Bank confessed
fraudsters, the more the fraudsters pay, then the more
conspiracy is resolved.
revenue the Crown makes to ensure justice for the
· In brief, this seems to be a marketing problem. It's
defendants with an improved standardised ministerial
legal system by law. This reduces crime costs. The good
important that you understand the Comm. Bank
news is, less fraudsters go to prison. Do you see our
conspiracy as a community standard. In general a
motivation, the need in studying law, never to give up?
developer in buying a five acre block to build a 22 block
To agree with Chris Watts for the Comm. Bank “All the
subdivision as a standard in Brisbane in 1995 would
bank wants is closure.” To confirm the stupidity of Risk
expect to pay from $600,000 for the block of land, see PRA
Management, to risk destroying bank customers for
Realty offer to buy. JF & Pike engineers total costing
confessed self greed. Backed up by the natural justice of
$858,025 job No B1701, 31-09-95 for our complete
the 'bagman's' confession after confirmed perjury to gain
subdivision costs. The standard $16,000 a block in council
a $10,000 insurance scam and in his panic to confess “If I
fees and bank interest in taking a gamble on completion,
go down lots of people will go down with me.” Who will
for a subdivision working through the initial design stage.
go down with him? With the CIB's direction for patience
With a confirmed contract price of $358,000 and expected
and time to lay fraud charges. Hence the need to
cost of $16,000 per block as a standard construction fee at
acknowledge the need to volunteer a community cabinet
the time. Our subdivision at Lychee Place Belmont Q
crime reduction program by the use of standard ethical
4173, was a simple subdivision. Hence, as we owned the
procedures as directed by the Crown.
property, we had council approval and we had to pay the
minimum setting up fees. What should have happened, as
· The Premier's invitation to meet with the ministers and
our development was well under the standard $64,000
senior Public Servants have exposed the technical
cost per block, is that we should have shown a handsome
mechanism required to correct this Comm. Bank
profit, instead of Supreme Court Judge Muir's no clarity
confessed conspiracy. Natural justice only requires to
and criminal liquidation as planned by the fraudster's
do the obvious. The press acknowledge up to $20 billion
conspiracy acknowledged by the Crown.
a year goes missing with fraud, then the obvious solution is
· In defence of the ex-Attorney General, the Minister Rod
to change, modify, upgrade the technical system, to take
Welford gave a personal apology and moved to a new
the next step. To keep it simple, the 'win-win' approach as
ministry. Director General Dr. Ken Levy resigned and
opposed to the 'lose-lose' approach. It's acknowledged
there is a lot more that went on behind closed doors, to
self regulation is not always best. Explained as ethical
cover up this conspiracy. The Police are now in charge of
standards in general as one detective put it “I hate
this case for
beggars.” (Davida Williams) He confirms the 5% of
detectives who have failed to acknowledge the fact that
LAW REFORM
since September 1995 in starting a simple 22 block
NO MATTER WHAT THE COST
subdivision, we have followed the Crown and Supreme
WE MUST REFORM
Court orders to mediate and gain disclosure, under the
direction of the Premier to volunteer millions of dollars to
For brief, contact Ada Bright
correct Grahame Ledwidge's now proven fraudulent
Email: brights@dodo.com.au
actions. To initially sell off $1.2 million worth of Healthequip
Website: www.all-fraud.net
stock, then the Healthequip business to pay the $500,000
illegal / legal costs, $100,000 in Police Crime Reports. To Acknowledge Community Cabinet Crime Reduction Program,
get across to these 5% of Detectives, similar to the
Crime Report Code
Detectives who worked for Police Commissioner Terry
Blue
Green Orange Brown Black Red
Lewis, (See our CIB file Mt. Gravatt.) they cannot act
Ada Bright P.O. Box 4120, Caloundra D.C. Qld 4551
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